Interstitial cells of Cajal in erectile dysfunction.
The corpora cavernosa (CC) evokes electric activity. Slow waves (SWs) appear to originate from interstitial cells of Cajal (ICCs), which seem to control the activity of the smooth muscle cells (SMC). The ICCs were demonstrated to exist in the CC. We investigated the hypothesis that the ICC distribution differs with each of the various ED types. The study comprised 62 men with ED: 16 neurogenic (NGED), 15 arteriogenic (AGED), 11 venogenic (VGED) and 22 psychogenic (PGED). 15 volunteers with normal erections acted as controls. The patients underwent a complete diagnostic evaluation. A biopsy of 3 x 3 mm from the CC was subjected to C-kit immunohistochemistry examination. Specificity control of the antisera consisted of incubation of the tissue with normal rabbit serum substituted for the primary antiserum. C-kit positive stellate-appearing cells resembling those of ICC were detected in the controls. The branches were either laterally located (multipolar) or lying at each pole (bipolar). They were distinguishable from the SMC, which were C-kit negative. ICC were detected in all specimens from patients with NGED and VGED, absent in 13/15 with AGED and scanty in PGED. ICC distribution was different in the various types of ED. It is suggested that this distribution interferes with SW discharge and the control of SMC activity with a resulting ED.